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CAPTCHAs have been widely used in Web applications to prevent service abuse. With the evolution of computing environment from desktop computing to ubiquitous computing, more and more users are accessing Web applications on smart devices where touch based interactions are dominant. However, the majority of CAPTCHAs are designed for use on computers and laptops which do not reflect the shift of interaction style very well. In this paper, we propose a novel CAPTCHA design to utilise the convenience of touch interface while retaining the needed security. This is achieved through using a hybrid challenge to take advantages of human's cognitive abilities. A prototype is also developed and found to be more user friendly than conventional CAPTCHAs in the preliminary user acceptance test.

1. INTRODUCTION

CAPTCHAs (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Human Apart) have become a very popular security measure adopted by web applications for preventing service abuse since the term was firstly coined in 2000 (Von Ahn et al., 2004). As the name implies, it is a type of Turing test utilising challenge-response authentication process to determine whether the user of a web application is a real person or a program. CAPTCHAs are used as Human Interactive Proof (HIP) hence the design goal of a CAPTCHA challenge is that it should be difficult for a computer but easy for a human to solve. Von Ahn et al. suggest that an effective CAPTCHA should reflect an AI-complete or AI-hard problem (2003) which cannot be solved by computers alone. For this reason, since humans are very good at visual perceptions, visual recognition challenges are widely used in forming CAPTCHA puzzles. An example can be found in Fig. 1 where users need to recognise and type the characters (words) shown on a randomly generated image or video.

Like ReCAPTCHA, most commercial CAPTCHAs are text recognition-based. These CAPTCHAs require additional text entry as the means of verification process when integrated into web applications. For example, in an account registration form where a CAPTCHA is used, a user must move their mouse cursor into the CAPTCHA’s input field and then type the characters with keyboard after providing their registration details. This process is generally fine with computers and laptops where two-handed interaction style is popular (Buxon and Myers, 1986). However, it is not convenient when the user is using smart devices where single-handed, touch-based interaction style is dominant especially if they are moving (Poslad, 2011). With the evolution of computing environment from desktop computing to ubiquitous computing, more and more users are accessing web applications on these devices, which have made the need for designing user-friendly CAPTCHAs in such environments become more demanding.

This paper proposes a novel CAPTCHA design for use in ubiquitous computing environments, which offers intuitive touch based interaction support for smart devices. This is achieved through using a...
hybrid challenge combining traditional text recognition puzzles with shape and motion puzzles to take advantage of human’s cognitive abilities while keeping the response process simple.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses related work and Section 3 describes the novel design. Section 4 provides a prototype and Section 5 shows preliminary test results. Section 6 is the conclusion and future work.

2. RELATED WORK

Most CAPTCHA designs are based on recognition challenges as humans are very good at visual perceptions. Popular visual recognition challenges used in CAPTCHAs include text-recognition (Chew and Baird, 2003; Imsamai and Phimolthares, 2010), object/image recognition (Elson et al., 2007; Gao et al., 2010; Matthews, et al., 2010) and audio recognition (Sauer et al., 2008) where text-recognition is the most widely deployed. Fig. 2 shows an example of Microsoft CAPTCHA where users need to recognise a combination of randomly generated and visually distorted characters (i.e., HMG6N3C8) on the image.

Help us make sure you’re not a robot

Enter the characters you see
New | Audio

HMG6N3C8

Figure 2: an example of Microsoft CAPTCHA

This reveals a major design issue with recognition-based CAPTCHAs as the majority of them require additional text entry as the means of the verification process. This process requires too much attention on smart devices especially if the user is moving. For example, Lin et al. (2011) found existing text recognition-based CAPTCHA systems presented in a web browser on mobile devices were awkward for users to select, zoom and respond to due to the varied screen size, resolution and unavailability of physical keyboard. In some cases when the characters required for human recognition are case sensitive and/or contain a combination of letters, numbers and symbols, the process will become even more complex.

An approach to simplify user text entry is integrating a reduced alphabet on-screen keyboard into a CAPTCHA system to replace its original text input field. This will accelerate the text entry process on the mobile devices as users only need to tap or click a limited range of characters on the screen (Lin et al., 2011). However, recent studies reveal that humans are actually not good at solving this kind of challenges even when some hints are already provided (Bursztein et al., 2010; Fidas et al., 2011). A generally agreed explanation is that the usability of character recognition based CAPTCHAs has been significantly affected by the improved security measures (Yan and El Ahmand, 2008; Kluever and Zanibbi, 2009; Bursztein et al., 2011; Lee and Hsu, 2011; Yan, 2012; El Ahmand et al., 2012). To address this issue, new types of image recognition CAPTCHAs with enhanced interactive features have been proposed. Examples include Drawing CAPTCHA (Shirali-Shahreza and Shirali-Shahreza, 2006), puzzle-based CAPTCHA (Gao et al., 2010), semantic-based CAPTCHA (Vikram et al., 2011) and commercially adopted CAPTCHA systems like KeyCAPTCHA and AreYouHuman. On one hand, these CAPTCHAs offer better interaction support on smart devices as the response processes are purely based on direct input. In other words, they map to mouse interactions and touch based interactions perfectly. On the other hand, they bring some old and new issues. For example, the security of these CAPTCHAs are generally not as good as text recognition-based CAPTCHAs (SpamTech, 2012). In addition, the oversized visual presentation of these new CAPTCHAs will still require extra user attentions on smart devices due to device display limitations.

The novel design proposed in this paper considers a hybrid challenge by taking advantage of text-recognition CAPTCHAs for additional security measures and interactive CAPTCHAs for the convenience of interaction styles. This reflects the common pursuit of balancing the needs of security and usability in an effective CAPTCHA design.

3. DESIGN

The novel CAPTCHA design featuring a hybrid challenge is described in this section. The challenge, which contains two processing stages, combines text, object recognition and motion puzzles to improve the security of interactive CAPTCHAs while keeping the response process simple, fast and intuitive on smart devices. The first stage contains a text-recognition based reading comprehension task where a user needs to recognise the text presented on the screen and understand its meaning as it provides instruction for the next challenge. The second stage combines some shape and motion puzzles based on the context presented in the first stage. The whole process design is shown in Fig. 3. It should note that the motion puzzle is the core CAPTCHA challenge as it determines how users will respond and interact with the CAPTCHA on smart devices.
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whiler other puzzles are mainly introduced for security considerations.

![Diagram]

**Figure 3: the process design**

In Stage 1, the instruction is processed and presented in similar way as characters in a text recognition-based CAPTCHA as shown in Fig. 4. This is used to reflect a typical AI-complete problem domain: natural language understanding. The idea is: humans may not be good at recognising a set of randomly transformed characters without a context but they can easily perceive words from a context and understand the meaning of it (Rusu and Docimo, 2010). Certainly, machines may be able to identify transformed characters and even words by using advanced AI and image processing techniques. However, they cannot easily understand the meaning of a statement formed by words especially if (1) some characters in a word can be wrongly recognised and (2) it contains logical puzzles. Compared to pure clear text instructions, this text recognition based reading comprehension task will provide added security.

**Figure 4: the processed instruction**

In Stage 2, a shape and motion challenge is provided based on the instruction above where various transformed shapes are drawn on the screen and transformed using Geon principles (Biederman, 1987). This approach is similar to the shape CAPTCHA design proposed by Rusu and Docimo (2009). The benefits are obvious. First, the motion response can be easily achieved by using gestural interactions on touchscreens and mouse based interactions on conventional screens.

Second, this is more language-independent than (English) recognition challenges so it can be used worldwide with localised instructions. Last, this is not prone to the issues of many existing OCR-based CAPTCHAs (Yan and El Ahmad, 2008) (Xu et al., 2012). Fig. 5 shows an example of the shape and motion challenge. According to the instruction, the square numbered with 1 is the largest shape on the left and the square numbered with 2 is the lightest shape on the right. So the goal is to drag square 1 and drop it into square 2 without touching any other shapes. This is an easy task for users once they understand the instruction as the ability to understand shapes and basic graph structures is something that most humans can do easily.

**Figure 5: the shape and motion challenge**

3. PROTOTYPING

A proof-of-concept called TapCHA is developed for demonstrating this novel design approach. The front end of TapCHA was implemented with HTML 5 Canvas and AJAX frameworks so it is compatible with all modern web browsers, which can be found on all smartphones and tablets. The CAPTCHA-like instruction was generated by using a customised CAPTCHA generator. The shapes and colours of available objects were dynamically generated and their positions on each side were also randomly decided to minimise potential security issues.

As shown in Fig. 6, a user needs to read the transformed text, understand the instruction and click or tap to load the real challenge. Once they performed the required motion, the CAPTCHA test will be passed. Otherwise, a new test will be loaded. In this example, the user actually needs to move the largest square on the left over the triangle without touching any other shapes in between them.
4. USER ACCEPTANCE TEST

In order to understand whether TapCHA is easy to use, a preliminary user acceptance test was conducted. 17 final year students were volunteered for this study. They were asked to use TapCHA on tablets, smartphones and desktop computers for 15 minutes and complete an acceptance survey afterwards. The survey focused on three aspects of this novel design: (1) Ease of understanding, (2) Ease of completion/operation and (3) Speed of completion. The results are shown in Fig. 7. In general, despite two negative responses for (2) and (3), the general responses were positive. In detail, all 17 subjects think TapCHA is easy to understand, 15 subjects (7 highly positive and 8 positive) think it is easy to use and 7 (positive) think it is quick to complete.

5. DISCUSSION

TapCHA presents a novel CAPTCHA design which features a hybrid challenge combining text-recognition based reading comprehension task and shape and motion puzzles. By doing this, it transfers the recognition problem presented in many CAPTCHAs to an even larger problem domain where machine recognition is still low while human recognition remains strong. Compared to other existing CAPTCHAs, this design offers the following benefits. First, this CAPTCHA design does not require large databases as required by some image recognition CAPTCHAs such as Asirra and IMAGINATION (Datta et al., 2005) as the shape and motion challenge can be randomly generated. Second, the display effects of instruction can be customised and localised with an existing CAPTCHA generator solution. This means it can be used with any language in the world. Third, it supports both smart devices and conventional devices such as computers and laptops as the response process is done through mouse or touchscreen interactions. An issue with TapCHA is that it currently only supports HTML 5 compliant browsers. A fallback solution for legacy browsers may need to be considered in the future. A common approach is to use Flash, which can be seen in KeyCAPTCHA. Another area of improvement is the accessibility of CAPTCHAs as the current design process presupposes intended human users do not have serious legibility and mobility issues. Additionally, a full usability test is also needed to compare the proposed solution to existing systems for a better understanding.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a novel CAPTCHA design for overcoming the usability and security issues seen in the most widely used commercial CAPTCHAs when they are used in ubiquitous computing environments. This is achieved through using a hybrid challenge that leverages some of humans’ advantageous areas of cognitive abilities such as understanding the context from transformed text, recognising shapes and moving them based on certain logical criteria. Some cognitive principles have also been exploited in the design to ensure that the CAPTCHA is readable, understandable and operable by humans, but not by machines. The preliminary test results for the proof-to-concept TapCHA show that real users feel positive to the design as they can easily understand and complete the challenge on smart devices in a relative short time frame. Certainly, full usability testing will be needed in order to improve the design for real-life deployment. It should also note that the main contribution of this paper is the design process rather than the CAPTCHA test itself. That is, the shape and motion puzzle is only used to demonstrate how different problem areas can be combined and reflected in a CAPTCHA challenge for balancing the needs of usability (for real user) and security (for computers). This means the approach can also be taken further by investigating the technical aspects of the CAPTCHA challenge for better optimisation. For example, how long the description should be or how many shapes should be used and so on. Moreover, the authentication process in the background which reflects the security of a CAPTCHA is very important to make sure such a
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system can work flawlessly. Further study on this area should also be considered.
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